
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

CHECK IN: NOON START TIME: 1:00 PM 

900 S Lake St.  Mundelein, IL 60060 

847-949-5700 

tournaments@lakesidereccenter.com 

1st PLACE: $1,000.00 
(based on 48 entries) 

 

1:4 CASH 
 

BRACKETS & SIDE POTS 

AVAILABLE DURING FIRST 3 

GAMES 
 

(Full Rules on Back) 

 

 

 

$100.00 PER TEAM 
(Entry MUST be paid by 8/21) 

Handicap 85% of Team 430 

Format: Bowl regular 3 games, cut field in half.  

Top half bowls 2 additional games (scores carry 

over).  Cut to Top 8 and bowl Best out of 3 Baker 

games. 

(Format Based on 48 entries) 

PBA / PWBA  WELCOME! 

 BOWLER: 2020-21 Avg: USBC ID Phone # 

1._________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2._________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Entry: $100 per team ($50 per bowler) $80 Prize $20 lineage 

 

Eligibility: Open to bowlers 18 and older. All bowlers MUST be USBC certified in 2020-21.  Teams can be Male/Male, 

Female/Female or Mixed 

 

PBA / PWBA / Team USA Members Welcome! (Only 1 PBA/PWBA/Team USA member may be on a team) 

 

Qualifying Format: Round 1 Qualifying will consist of 3 regular games, moving pairs after each game. Field will be cut in 

half and top teams will bowl 2 additional games, with scores carrying over.  After 5 games of qualifying top 8 teams will 

move to a single elimination bracket. 

Tiebreakers: Ties for final round 1 qualifying will result in all tied teams moving into round 2.  Ties final bracket spot will 

result in a 1 game baker match between tied teams with highest game + handicap moving on.  Ties in bracket seeding will 

be determined by coin flip. 

 

Baker Eliminator: Teams advancing to the Baker Eliminator will be seeded based on 5 games of qualifying.  Bracket 

matches will be best out of 3 baker style games. (Bracket will be 1v8, 2v7...).  Teams may change the order they bowl 

before each game.  The higher seed will have starting lane choice.  Teams will switch lanes after game 1.  If match is tied 

after Game 2, the higher seed will have lane choice for game 3.  If game 3 results in a tie, a one ball roll off will decided 

winner (alternating bowlers if still tied) 

 

Tournament Rules: 

1. All Bowlers must be USBC members in good standing 

2. Handicap will be 85% of 430 

3. Entering Average: 

 a. 2020-21 season standard composite average. 

 b. If average is not posted on bowl.com, bowler is responsible for providing latest league standing sheet with 

minimum 21 games bowled.  Only USBC sanctioned averages will be accepted. 

 c. Bowlers without an average on bowl.com for the 2020-21 Season and are unable to provide a league standing 

sheet with 21 games will bowl scratch. 

 d. If bowler does not have a "Standard Average" but has a USBC Sport/Challenge average, tournament will rerate 

Sport / Challenge average to Standard. 

4. It is the responsibility of each team to verify the accuracy of their own average in handicap tournaments. Failure to use 

the correct average, or reporting change in average, could result in forfeiture of games / prize money.  Teams will have 

until the completion of the first game to report average corrections. 

5. This is a one lane courtesy event 

6. Tardy bowlers will have until the completion of their starting pair's 3rd frame of game 1 to be allowed to make up 

frames.  If the tardy bowler arrives after the 3rd frame is completed the bowler will receive O for all frames missed. 

7. Field limited to the first 48 entries.  Entries close at 12PM on August 28th or when filled.  A waiting list will be created if 

the field is full.  Waiting list order will be first come first serve. Reservations must be paid in full by August 21st or run risk 

of losing spot. NO REFUNDS AFTER 8/21/2021 

8. All decisions from Tournament Official(s) are final.  Tournament Official & Center reserve the right to deny entry. 

9. Prize list and Format are based on 48 doubles entries.  All prize money will be returned 100%.  Prize Ratio will be one 

in four entries (1:4).  Prize list and format will be pro-rated if less than 48 entries.  Individual prizes of $600 or more will 

require bowler filling out a W2 Form and a check from center will be issued. 

10. USBC Rules will apply for rules not mentioned above 

 

COVID-19: Event will follow State, Local, and Center guidelines.  Face coverings/masks MUST be properly worn 

(covering nose and mouth) throughout the center.  Bowlers may lower / remove masks only while on the approach for 

their frame.  Once frame is completed mask must be put back on.  Guidelines are subject to change. 

 

OPTIONAL TEAM SIDE POT & INDIVIDUAL SIDE POTS AND 

BRACKETS AVAILABLE! 
Questions / Online Sign Up Contact: 

Brian Prestopic – tournaments@lakesidereccenter.com 

Check Out Facebook Event Page: Lakeside Summer Doubles 2021 

mailto:tournaments@lakesidereccenter.com

